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•Introduction.
After having so many folks call, write, and stop me about this subject, I felt it was about time to
provide some kind of general guide to help in the area of keyboard and/or piano purchase. My first advise is
don’t worry! If you can follow the information I’ve provided for you in this guide, you should have all the
information you need to make the correct decision.
If you are still bewildered, you can always call or email me.
Email: drken@musikdok.com
Phone: (703) 777-6921
I’ve helped hundreds of folks over the years, from students to corporate officials as well as many persons
I knew only through internet contact . All assistance I provide over the phone or by Email completely free
and without obligation. For a nominal fee1 I am available as consultant for those in the northern Virginia,
Maryland, and Washington, DC areas. I have also helped many church “search committees” with their
piano, organ, or keyboard purchase as well (including major classic pipe organ installations)
For more information about the author, please read2 below .
•Preface:
Now you’ve come to a cross roads. Your son or daughter, or perhaps your husband or wife---even the
entire family-- is most likely involved in trying to figure out the best way to purchase a decent electronic
keyboard.
If you are like many folks who call me each month, you most likely have one child expressing interest in
lessons. Their age is perhaps between 7 and 10. The first words from your spouse is, “well, I’m not buying
a piano---it’s just too much money. What if Johnny (or Susie, etc.) doesn’t like it after all? What will we do
with a $3000+ piano in the house collecting dust? At this point you most likely will say, “Yes, but we can
purchase a keyboard--they don’t cost anything like a piano and it will give our son/daughter something to
start on ” After another day of discussion, you visit a few stores such as , Walmart and perhaps a local music
store. At this point you become confused because there are so many types of keyboards costing anywhere
from $89.95 to $30,000. Now, what?
If you are still curious---let’s go to the next page!
1

2

In the case of a local (Loudoun County) visit, I provide my opinion or expertise for a nominal fee of $50. per hour.

About your on-line “Consultant”:

Okay, folks! Now you have a “professional” consultant to help you . I’ve been involved with pianos, organs, harpsichords, keyboards,
synthesizers and anything else with sharps and flats on it for nearly 45 of my 50 or so years. That includes my first lessons at age 6 or so .
During that time, I have literally done everything and anything you might think of with respect to the music business, entertainment,
composition, conducting, and sales. Not to dwell on this point, yet for the benefit of those critics among you, I shall summarize this area.
Education: I hold an earned Ph.D. in music education from Metropolitan University of London. My B.S. in music education from, The
King’s College, NY. My masters from Manhattan School of Music. I also hold earned doctorate degrees from Concordia College & University
(PhD), and American University (EdD). I was indeed fortunate to study with the late Aaron Copland, one of America’s truly great composers
of classical (serious) music.
Educational Experience: 11 years experience in public and private teaching in schools. In addition, I have near 45 years of private individual
music teaching experience.
Retail: I have 10 years experience in piano/organ sales with three major corporations which sold pianos and organs including Steinway and
Sons in N.Y. from 1969-71, Altenburg’s 1976-79, and Campbell’s Music, 1979-81.
Consultant: I have served as consultant to two major organ/piano manufacturers, Steinway (1971) and Wurlitzer (1982).
Entertainment/Performance: My performance background includes stints at NBC (1987) and on numerous local television and radio shows
(1985-92). In the area of sacred and Gospel music my performances have included selection as Crusade Pianist for Billy Graham in Washington,
D.C. I have also been accompanist for noted entertainers such as Pat Boone (1984,95) and Andy Williams (1993). I have performed before
other noted individuals and organizations including the Vice President of the United States (the late Hon. Nelson Rockefeller, 1968-70) and the
President of the U.S., Hon. George Bush in 1992). In 1999, I was named to Who’s Who in America, and have been elected to that austere group
every year since.
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Section One: Acoustic (non-electric, non-electronic) Pianos
•A

Brief History: Acoustic Pianos

Before we speak about pianos--acoustic or digital--let’s very briefly go into a history lesson about pianos. The
basic piano originally came about as the work of really one individual, Bartolomeo Cristofori (1655-1730) of
Florence, Italy, About 1709, he devised a new variety of harpsichord---which was at that time the mainstay of
keyboards. The basic feature of a harpsichord is that the strings are “plucked” not struck by hammers. Yet, the third
‘partner’ in this area was the “clavichord” an instrument which featured hammers, not plectra (which plucked). The
clavichord, however, was very soft in tone and featured metal hammers. Cristofori’s invention was not very popular in
Italy, even after 1720. Yet, in Germany, the clavichord was more popular, but with a louder tone. In the 1730's a
handful of harpsichord and organ builders in Saxony and Bavaria commenced constructing pianos for a few
enthusiasts. Gottfried Silbermann was the best known of this group, and he asked J.S. Bach for his opinion on the new
instrument. Bach was not pleased with the volume of the upper register, which was a problem on all early pianos. As
fate would have it, however, Bach visited the court of Frederick the Great in Pottsdam in 1747 and was asked to
improvise a three part fugue on a theme suggested by the monarch himself (who was a great patron of the arts). It just
so happened that the “new” instrument Frederick had asked Bach to perform on was nothing less than an “improved”
version of the piano. It was only after this that Bach himself actually became enthused with the piano. Yet, since this
was only three years prior to his death, he was not able to compose for the instrument. This task would be left to his
sons. When Bach died on July 28, 1750, no musician had yet been called a "pianist." However, two of Bach’s sons,
Carl Phillipp Emanuel and Johann Christian Bach began promoting the new instrument. In 1762 CPE Bach wrote
the first musical piece specifically written for the pianoforte, proving that the piano was just as good as the clavichord
or harpsichord. His charismatic brother Johann Christian saw the new instrument as a means of performing more
brilliantly. He promoted the pianoforte in the salons of Europe and he went a further step by offering the first public
concert in London in 1768, in the company of Carl Friedrich Abel Bach. He used a “square” piano, one of the most
popular forms of the early instrument. This was the beginning of the piano concert.
With regard to the origins of the name “piano”, the original name used by Cristofori was “clavicembalo” [or
gravicembalo] col piano e forte (literally harpsichord with soft and loud). The English piano appears to have
descended from Cristofori’s but with improvements. By 1772, the English piano (through the work of Americus
Backers, John Broadwood, and Robert Stodart) became the grandfather of all modern pianos. Circa 1830 the Heinrich
Engelhard Steinweg family entered into the piano building business. In about 1835 Heinrich Steinweg opened a
custom piano shop in Sweden. He later moved to America to join his second oldest son who had arrived in 1849.
Their eldest son, C. F. Theodore Steinweg stayed in Germany. The “American” Steinweg family changed their family
name to “Steinway” from Steinweg. However the German side of the family (the eldest son) continued with the name
and the German “Steinweg” piano would soon be nearly as world-famous. By 1854, the American Steinways grew so
fast they formed their own firm (they had been working for other firms when they first came to the US). The German
“Steinweg” later merged with the “Grotrian” company. Excellent Grotrian pianos are still made in Braunschweig but
has dropped the “Steinweg” name.
In 1855, Steinway and Sons in New York, developed cross-stringing and a few other improvements. Although there
have been other kinds of pianos historically, including the Square piano, the Pyramid piano, and even a piano with
pedals like a classical pipe organ--all these have faded with the exception of the grand and the vertical type. To sum it
up, the modern acoustic piano has not had any drastic changes since 1872 when Steinway came out with the notorious
“middle pedal”. To help foster this purely “American” invention to the piano, Steinway wrote to the great
pianist/composer Franz Liszt in a now famous letter in 1874, asking him to consider writing piano works using the
“middle” pedal ( called the “sostenuto pedal”). Although the composer did not commit himself in his reply, within 10
years of the invention, both Liszt and other composers started to write for piece employee the technique of the
sostenuto pedal. By the turn of the century, everyone wanted a piano with THREE (yes, folks, count them---all
THREE!) pedals---although no one seemed to care just what function that third pedal had! More is better---everyone
knows that. What they did not know is that the third pedal (placed in the middle between the ‘soft’ pedal on the left
and the “damper” (or ‘loud’) pedal on the right) was of such limited use, only a handful of pianists would be able to
use it. So, aside from the introduction of better wood milling techniques and better glues (not to mention the Plastine©
keys (ivory being disallowed) the piano has come down to us about the way it was in the early part of the 20th
Century.
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• Acoustic Pianos •


 Step One:

Okay, so here it goes! First, don’t panic and don’t worry about this music stuff. Purchasing a keyboard is really easy---I
mean, it’s only money! --right? Of course, yet it is YOUR money---so let’s make every penny count.
If you DO want to purchase an acoustic (as in NOT electronic or digital) piano, here are some easy points to remember.
•1. The piano holds more value (in dollars and cents) than any other item in the typical American household with the
exception of a new home itself. The average price of a Baldwin Hamilton Studio piano (one of the best and most functional
teaching instruments) in 1978 was about $1240. Today, if you had purchased the instrument in 1978, you would not only
receive 100% of your original investment in the instrument, but you very well could receive several hundred dollars more than
you originally purchased!
The average price in 2007 of a new piano (this is not including any type of grand piano) was between $3500 and $4500. For
grands (often known as “horizontal pianos”) the price today for a new grand is usually well above $10,000.---but more about this
later. Would you believe you can even find a piano on sale at “amazon.com”. I priced one at $3795. (not including delivery or
tuning). Of course the brand name was one I never heard of which means it probably was made in china, southeast asia, or
possibly in Mexico. These so-called “label” pianos are made with very basic specifications and are often poorly designed.
2. Pianos, today are often called Acoustic pianos meaning they are not-electronic, not-digital nor are they electric. These
kinds of purely mechanical devices have NO internal power whatsoever . The piano, has been around since about 1720. (see the
brief synopsis of the History of the Piano elsewhere in this article).
3
3. Pianos are called Electronic or Digital Pianos if the sound reproduction is done by electronic means.


 Step Two:

Let’s first speak about the Acoustic or traditional Piano:

There are two very basic types of Pianos and then some sub-types:

A
A.. V
Veerrttiiccaall PPiiaannooss

Vertical pianos are instruments in which the strings are strung at 90º to the floor or perpendicular to the horizontal
surface on which they stand. Of course, the plane of the keyboard itself remains the same regardless if you perform on
this type of instrument or on a grand piano (that is a
horizontal instrument).


1. Spinet pianos

In Brief: (the shortest of the vertical pianos; in
height, usually 36-37 inches )
a. Pros:
(1). The spinet is the most affordable of the acoustic
pianos.
(2). It is suitable for small rooms because of the
small soundboard area
b. Cons:
(1). Because it includes an extra piece of small
dowel for each note in order to “drop” the action down to
a suitable place for striking the string, it results in a much
weaker action which often needs replacing within a few
years (depending upon amount of use). The kind of action
A spinet Piano is shown in the drawing directly above. The strings
are about 36 inches long.

in a spinet piano is sometimes called a “drop action” or
“indirect action”.
(2).The small soundboard and short string length
creates a sound much less than desirable (however again, the beauty of sound is often in the ‘ear’ of the beholder)

3

There is also a type of piano-hybrid which consists of amplified pickups (similar to an electric guitar) but over actual strings which are struck by a
mechanical hammer. This type of piano most accurately is called an “electric piano”. The electric piano is generally not available in stores unless as a used
item.The most popular so-called ‘electric’ piano was made by Yamaha in the early 1980s. Called a Yamaha Electric Grand, it was shaped like a very small grand
piano including strings and hammers, but featuring a means to reinforce the sound electronically. These grands did produce a nice tone, but could be readily
distinguished from an actual piano sound.
The FENDER-RHODES piano was another example of a (very successful) “electric piano”. Developed during World War II to entertain troops (it was far
more portable than a regular piano), it featured small metal prongs almost like small tuning forks called “Tines”. These tines were actually struck by a physical
rubber tipped hammer in a similar method to a traditional piano (but far less complex). Pickups on the tines would then amplify the sound. The Rhodes required
an external amplifier and speaker system but became (after the war) the hallmark of the new rock and jazz idiom into the 1970s. Used Fender-Rhodes pianos are
still available today.
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(with a height of 40 to 44 includes).
In brief: The console piano today had been the most purchased
piano in the U.S. It offered the most furniture styles (such as French
provincial. colonial, traditional, etc.) and featured an even sound
(although not as rich as in a studio piano). Especially attractive if the
instrument must be placed in a living room.
a. Pros: The console piano offers good sound per dollar
of investment for the average family.
b. Cons The sound is not as brilliant and as acceptable as
that of the vertical studio pianos.
Update 2005: Because American manufacturers are nearly all out
of business, the trend in acoustic pianos since about 1999 has been to
place furniture styling second and has brought the “sound” of the
instrument to be the highest consideration. As of this update in late
2005, the only U.S. piano manufacturer being made and controlled
by a single U.S. company and not assembled outside of the United
States (to the author’s knowledge) is the Charles Walter Piano,

This is a photo of an average CONSOLE piano,
Pictured is a Sohmer console piano.

produced in Indiana. (Note: Steinway is not owned or influenced by
any family member at this time and Baldwin has much of it’s piano
parts made in Mexico as of this writing).


3. Studio pianos
(defined as having a height from about 45 to over 50 inches in
height)
In brief: Studio pianos are musically the best of
vertical acoustic pianos. Because the best sound is produced by
the longer string and larger soundboard, the Studio Piano has the
best sound of the vertical types. Yet, because it is rather ‘boxy’ in
appearance, some folks would rather opt for the console variety or
spend big bucks for a Grand.
Recent Trends:
Within the past five years, the studio piano, which has
always been popular at schools, churches, and universities, has
also been becoming more popular with individuals as well.
However, the technological advances in just the last 10 years has
created
electronic
and digital
keyboards which have more versatility as well as lower pricing.
Drawingeven
of an better
averagesounding
Studio Piano
(about 45 inches
in
string length). Studio pianos can exceed 50 inches in
string length .
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(featuring strings which are always parallel to the floor.)

The Grand Piano
These types of pianos are always called (in the industry) by a single name only, simply: Grands
Key to photo at
left:
Top row far left:
The 9’ concert grand
Top row middle:
7’ 4” grand
(considered the best
sound for the
professional pianist).

Top row right:
6’ 8” grand.

Bottom row far
left:
6’ 3” grand
Bottom row
middle:
5’ 8” small grand.
Bottom row far right,
5’ 3” small grand
(also known by the
public as a’ baby
grand’).

(photo above courtesy Kawai Piano Corp.)


•The Grand Piano
In brief: The Grand has always represented the
epitome of the pianist’s art as well as the highest form of
musical craftsmanship. Some alternative names for
grands often include terms like “baby grand” or “parlor
grand”. These terms are not assigned by the industry per
se, but buy layman. In reality, the grand piano is
designated by its over length (from the tip of the keys to
the very end of the grand). These dimensions will
usually be from about 5 feet 2 inches for the smallest
practical grand to 9 feet for a full concert grand. The
difference in size is directly related to the quality of
sound. If you are interested in a grand, be prepared to
spend upwards of about $20,000. or more. (Good used
grands may be found at about $7,000 but never
purchased a grand without at least one professional
pianist or tuner (certified) trying it out thoroughly first.4

GRAND PIANOS ARE
MEASURED THIS WAY.
COMMON SIZES:
5 FEET 2 INCHES
5 FT 8 INCHES
6 FT

Grand Sizes

The typical grand piano is measured in length using
feet and inches. Although brands vary in length the
actual designs are similar .
If you have decided to purchase a grand piano, I
would not advise purchasing anything less than a 5’ 2”
grand. Remember, we are speaking about the overall
length of the instrument from the front edge of the keys
to the furthest point horizontally at the other end of the instrument.
4

7 FT 4 INCHES
9 FT

GRAND PIANO MEASUREMENT DIAGRAM

Dr. Mahood is available as a consultant or advisor in this area. Call 777-6921 for more information.
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Although most reputable piano manufacturers will not build pianos smaller than the 5 foot minimum, there are a few
firms which care nothing about scale design. And, there are some folks who like the appearance of the grand so much,
they really don’t care what it sounds like as long as it can be called a “grand”. Personally, I would never purchase
any grand of less than 7 feet in length. The scale design (as it is called which consists of the strings, the inside action,
and the harp itself,) is at it’s optimal best between the sizes of seven to eight feet. In reality, because I am passionate
about having a penetrating bass sound, but with good clarity, I would probably –if money were no object--- purchase
either the world famous Bosendorfer “Grand Imperial” concert grand ( which is 9’ 6” and has more than 88 keys!) or
the largest piano in the world, the fantastic sounding Fazioli 10’ 6” grand. The cost is about as much as a modest 3
bedroom house, but the sound is simply c'est magnifique!


Step Three: What’s Inside the Piano
What’s Inside the Piano:

Most average folks looking at a lovely piano first admire the case and the look of the wood finish. It’s the
most obvious thing to notice. Yet, the case is only a small part of the piano’s overall quality.

 The Case:
The “Case” or cabinetry of the instrument is obviously of wood design. And, the piano store “salesperson”
will ask if you prefer “walnut” or perhaps, “cherry” and what “period” would you like? “Early American” (usually
in “cherry” wood or perhaps “maple”).
First and foremost, only vertical (ie spinets, consoles, and studio pianos) have a variety of case designs. Grand
pianos (horizontal) do not (with perhaps one or two minor exceptions, but most of those are no longer available—too
expensive and not enough demand for their manufacture).
What you need to know:

a. Regardless of whether the piano is “cherry”, “mahogany”, or “Walnut”, this refers to ONLY the
veneer. A wood “veneer” (overlay) refers to wood which is not solid but has been applied or glued directly to the
actual piano “case”. There is NO such thing as a solid Walnut piano or a solid Ebony piano. Incidentally, if a piano
were made of solid ebony, the weight of the instrument would probably push the piano through the floor of your
house, that is if anyone could even LIFT the thing in the first place! I know I certainly wouldn’t want a solid ebony
piano! So, there is a practical side here. The summary: One can purchase a case UNDER the veneer made by
“chipboard” (don’t do it), or of the best material, “poplar”. This author seriously recommends purchasing a case
with poplar hardwood veneered with whatever wood you desire. You may have to ask to speak to more than a typical
piano salesperson since they may not even be aware of this unless they have been in the business for years.

 The Scale Design
Without question, the MOST important part of any acoustic piano is it’s Scale Design.
Definition: The “Scale Design” of a piano is the term referring to the overall configuration of a specific manufacturer
including the kind of strings used, action, hammers, the location of the “scale break” 5 , and the type of piano keys
used.. In other words, the Steinway Piano company has a specific “Scale Design” (usually patented) and that is what
makes their instrument “sound” like a “Steinway”. I will be going into some of the terms I just used a bit later in this
section.
What to look for in Scale Designs: This is a difficult section to speak about with someone not familiar with
the subtle differences in piano sound. Our best advice is to listen to the sound of the piano for yourself. It should be
very smooth and have no sound or tones which “stick out” on any particular note or key. By comparison, it will be
much easier to be impressed by the nature of a scale design by Bechstein or Bosendorfer, or Fazioli piano than by, for
example, a Story and Clark or Yamaha. There is also a difference of many thousands of dollars!

5

“Scale Break”: In each manufacturer’s model, there is a specific “change” in the kind of piano strings used on the “harp” of the instrument. The lowest notes
on the piano are made of copper wound steel strings. The lowest keys having a single string, then some with two copper wound strings. The EXACT location
where the strings change from copper wound strings to three steel strings (no copper) is referred to as “The Break” or “Scale Break”. In many companies, the
“break” occurs between the “E” and “F” below “middle C”. In some, one or two notes lower or high. This “Scale Break” should NOT be something that can be
easily detected. Only the very best instruments have a “smooth break”.
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(con’t from previous page)

 The Soundboard.
The soundboard is probably among the more familiar terms the general public hears when discussing
pianos. If you have heard anything about this item it most likely is that the best soundboards are made
from Spruce trees and not just any spruce---“Sitka Spruce” to be exactly (native to Alaska). What makes
spruce so special is the fact that it is the one of the only types of wood which has it’s cellular structure
interconnected . These “cup-shaped discs” in the centre of the wood cell actually ‘vibrate’ back and forth.
I’ve seen different types of wood under a 3D microscope and this statement is absolutely true. Spruce has
this tonal quality far better and is far stronger than other wood. It therefore makes the most excellent
means of transmitting or converting the sound as produced from a vibrating piano string when it’s struck
by a felt “hammer” (which is what the hammer-like structure is on the top of the action is called). In
vertical pianos the soundboard in very inexpensive pianos is not always spruce. And, if it is spruce,
sometimes it could be Eastern White Spruce, Englemann Spruce. Sitka Spruce is chosen for its high ratio
of strength to weight. The best piano makers use close-grained, quarter-sawn, defect-free spruce, and make
sure that it has been carefully dried over a long period of time before making it into soundboards. In cheap
pianos, the soundboard is often laminated; i.e. made of plywood.

 The “Action”
The “action” of an acoustic piano is probably the second most important item in the instrument after
the “soundboard”. I’m not going to go into this deeply because I’m not a piano technician. In addition,
I’m attempting to give you, the reader, enough overview of this subject to help you make a decision. The
actual action of a piano looks like something from a old cartoon drawn by a cartoonist I remember from
when I was about 10 years old. His name was “Rube Goldberg6 The action of a piano consists of the
entire mechanism from the “Key” to the “Hammer”. Please look at the illustration on this page. The first
view is a picture of an action from a Grand piano.

The above drawing shows you the many intricate parts of the “Piano Action”. This is a drawing of an action which would be found in a
Grand Piano (ie horizontal piano)
Notice in the drawing above the key (on the right) is on the same geometric plane as the hammer. The hammer must strike in an “upward”
motion. The string appears as a solid horizontal line at the top left of the drawing. The object
resting on the string is the “Damper”. The
damper will permit the string to either vibrate (or ‘sing’) or to have no vibration (no sound). This damper is also connected to the Pedal on the
far right (as you look at the keys). This pedal is often called the “damper pedal” since it can raise or lower the dampers to make the strings
6

[ (1883-1970) a Pulitzer Prize winning cartoonist, sculptor, and author who loved to create intricate machines which either did absolutely nothing, or did some
terribly difficult task like ‘folding a piece of paper’ or ‘using a paperclip’.]
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continue to “sing” or play .

Step Three: What’s Inside the Piano

(con’t from previous page)

 The “Action” (con’t)
I also wanted to include a drawing of an action from a Console (vertical) piano to show the difference between the
two. Note the drawing shown below which will show you the difference. In this view the hammer is placed in a
Vertical position since the string is also vertical. However, the Key itself remains on the same horizontal plane as in
the Grand Piano.

Drawing at Left of a
Vertical Piano Action
Notice the strings and the
hammer assembly are all
aligned vertically whereas
the Key itself remains on
the same horizontal plane
as with the Grand Piano.
There are literally some
60 or more parts which
make up a single action
(there is one action for
each key on your piano).
Note:
This drawing was inserted
only to give a general view
of the piano action, not for
detailed analysis. I regret
the drawing is not clearer.

©kenmahood.com

2005

Piano Action (vertical alignment)

About the Piano Warranty:
Acoustic: All traditional (acoustic) non-electronic pianos will have at least a 10 year warranty . Some manufacturers will
even have a ‘transferable’ warranty in which the original purchaser can name you the repurchaser to the factory warranty. These
pianos all have the best soundboards---which is always made from Spruce. Spruce is the ONLY wood which has its cellular
structure connected. Hence, it is fantastic for use in sound reflecting and refracting (as in a soundboard). One or two
manufacturers have 20 and even 25 year warranties which may initially sound great---but look again, folks! The pianos under the
25 year warranty does NOT have a spruce soundboard. Don’t buy it.
Electronic: All electronic keyboards, synthesizers, and digital pianos have only 1 year warranties because of the electronics.
We know of no exceptions to this no matter how many thousand of dollars the instrument costs.
This completes the overview of the Acoustic Piano. Next page: The “Demise of the American Piano” and Electronic Keyboards
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Meem
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m :: To the American made acoustic piano.

Well, it was inevitable, it had to be. Such is technology. Yet, it often reads like a sad story. A story of family oriented
companies falling to big business and progress (?) Then comes the electronics giants and finally---the poor acoustic piano is
nearly extinct. With the demise of Steinway about 1974 (sold to CBS) and finally the last family run company, Sohmer Pianos in
1990 or so, the end came. To this writer’s knowledge the only U.S. firms (as of the date of this writing in late 2005) still
producing quality acoustic pianos are: Charles Walter, made in Elkhart, Indiana, a small family run company featuring excellent
pianos. Only one kind, a studio model is currently being manufactured. (as of this writing that may have changed). Steinway &
Sons IS still made in America, but the Steinway family has nothing to do with the instrument. I also learned this year (2005) that
Steinway is no longer using Renner Actions in their instruments, except the nine foot concert grand (not practical for most
homes). Very sad. Lastly, the Baldwin piano, made famous on television years ago by “Liberace” (no, I’m not going to tell you
who he was –look him up on the web) is now nearly all made in Mexico. I’ve not played one made “south of the border” so I
can’t comment on it, but I’ve never liked the touch of Baldwin grands, even when they were made in the U.S., although the studio
piano they had made called the Baldwin Hamilton is a wonderful piano for students and musicians. Nearly every university I’ve
visited has at least one old “Hamilton” still doing it’s job in one or more small practice rooms in the music building. Story &
Clark and Kohler & Campbell are no longer made in the U.S. and are now made in Korea. These pianos—when made in the
US—were good starter instruments. Again, this author has not seen any of the Korean made versions. Young Chang is also
Korean and makes the Weber digital piano Update Oct. 2005: The acoustic Weber piano is now being made by two different
piano makers on mainland China. This is NOT the same Weber originally made in Rochester, New York (and later made by
Aeolian American).
• pianos (acoustic) which I personally recommend: (and have performed on)
The finest pianos in the world are now made in either: Germany: Bosendorfer (rated the best) and Bechstein (rated on the
same par but personal preference could make a difference), and Schimmel. These pianos I have had performance experience on.
I can attest to their excellence. All the aforementioned pianos I’ve played were all Grands of at least 6 feet in length. The
Bosendorfer I have performed on was the “Grand Imperial”, a bit over 9 and ½ feet in length—it is all the only piano made with
more than 88 keys (used by me for “improvisation” as no composer except Beethoven has ever written for pianos with more keys
(in Beethoven’s case he wrote for the now extinct “pedal piano” which featured bass pedals just like a classical pipe organ!) Italy:
The Faszioli piano has been one of the surprises in the piano industry. For a piano which has only been produced since 1981, it
has truly taken the music world by storm. From the smaller grand to the large 10.2 inch concert grand (the largest grand being
made in the world—retailing for $160,000, it is truly the best piano I have ever played—but you do not ‘play’ a Faszioli, you
experience it! Britain: August Forrester is one piano in Britain I have tried and was impressed with it’s quality of sound.

Other pianos which I recommend are:
Kawai (Japan): I can also highly recommend this instrument. Although I now own the largest digital Kawai grand, I have not
owned an acoustic piano simply because I have no room for a seven foot grand. In my opinion, that is the minimum size for a
professional musician/concert artist. My choice was to avail myself of the extremely advanced Kawai digital to offset my lack of
space. Because I do so much recording, this had many side benefits.
The Kawai acoustic grands continue to be produce in very high quality. In addition, the new EX Kawai piano, over 9 feet in
length, is a fantastic instrument.
I realize all of the above are grand (horizontal) pianos. There are still so many brands of vertical pianos, I would advise the
reader contact me by email (drken@musikdok.com0 so I can further assist you .
For more information on purchasing pianos:
Probably the best source, if you want to find out “detailed” information about what goes on INSIDE the piano is to contact the following:
•Piano Technicians Guild, Inc 4444 Forest Avenue Kansas City, KS 66106-3750 Phone: 913-432-9975 Fax: 913-4329986 info@ptg.org www.ptg.org
•Information on Fazioli pianos is available online at www.fazioli.com.
(cont on next page)
Dealers this author recommends:
•For those in the New York/New Jersey/New England area I would advise to take a look at Altenburg Piano Company, in Elizabeth, New
Jersey. Phone: (908) 351-2000 .
•For those in the tri-state area of Virginia-West Virginia-Pennsylvania (and also Washington, DC) I would highly recommend: The Piano
Company at: http://www.pianoco.com/
They are in my area of Loudoun County, Virginia. Phone; (703) 771-8119
• Unfortunately, I have not had any recent experience with dealers west of the Mississippi or in the far south. I do not list dealers unless I have
personal experience with them---not a casual meeting.
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Section Two: Electronic Keyboards • Digital Pianos
•Electronic Pianos : A Brief History: Electronic Pianos (keyboards)

Unlike the acoustic piano, electronic--or rather electric pianos have been around a very short time. The
first actual piano type instrument used electricity for amplifying sounds produced when a small plastic and rubber
‘hammer’ struck a metal rod (similar to a tuning fork). This was the first Rhodes Piano (later called the Fender
Rhodes). It was created during World War II by its inventor (Rhodes)-- a soldier who wanted a piano--but one he
could take around to various bases were the soldiers were stationed. After the war, Rhodes presented his scale design
to the Fender Corporation and the result was the unique “Fender Rhodes piano which became highly popularespecially in the 1960’s. Even today, the unique sound of a Fender Rhodes has been electronically duplicated on most
all synthesizers and new digital keyboards. Even before the early Rhodes piano, the Hammond organ, in 1934 became
the first so-called “keyboard” instrument7 , but was more an electric organ and not a piano. It was invented by Laurens
Hammond.
After the beginning of the 1960’s many different types of electronic pianos were being introduced as well as the
beginnings of the electronic synthesizer .

• I. Digital Piano and Electronic Pianos
In Brief: Before the 1980s, most electronic pianos were “analog”, meaning the voltage through an oscillator
created a sound. The net results, however, were less than satisfactory. Most of the pianos did not really sound like a
traditional piano but more like some kind of “artificial” piano. It actually created an entirely new instrument--the
electronic piano. After 1987, true Digital pianos in which the electronics have been enhanced or created digitally
(rather than through analog means) were creating tones which sounded exactly like an acoustic grand piano. Of
course, each company thinks its brands sound more like a big concert grand than its nearest competitor---yet the
difference is really what you, the buyer, will think ... So, don’t take the salesman’s word for it. Don’t take my word for
it. You listen yourself---do YOU like the sound of the keyboard?? That’s the real challenge---you must like it; if you
don’t like the sound, why would you purchase the instrument? Therein is the bottom line.

2. Synthesizers
In Brief: The basic difference between a Digital Piano and a Synthesizer lies in their function. An electronic piano
creates, primarily, the tone of a piano. Perhaps there can be as many as a dozen or more extra tones (usually organ, harpsichord,
strings, electronic pianos, choir, etc.). These extra tones are more or less of the same “genre” as the piano, or piano-like
instruments. And, these extra tones can only be changed within a narrow parameter.
A synthesizer, however, can have from 50 to 500 difference sounds which can be altered in dramatic ways to create new and
even bizarre kinds of sounds and effects.
As companies push the envelope of sound creation even further, however, the lines of definition between digital pianos,
electronic pianos, and synthesizers are becoming less. Again, the buyers must listen for the kind of tone he or she enjoys the most.
As for the quality of the instrument-- that is where a professional musician or instructor can be of help.

•SO... NOW you can go out and spend your money !
•What to get:
Well, if you've made it this far without calling me, mostly likely you will be okay. By the way, it IS
okay to call me. Even if you received this short guide from a friend and don’t know the crazy musician
who’s written it ---we’re still committed to help anyone who enjoys creating their own music---so call
away--- the number (we’re in northern Virginia, about 50 minutes from the White House) is 703 777- 6921.

7

The very first electronic type synthesizer was invented in 1924. It was called a Theremin (after the Russian scientist who invented it). It
produced sounds from two tone oscillators . The tone was dependent upon the location of the performer’s hand from the main oscillator. A few
composers in the 20th century actually wrote for this instrument (which was very difficult to play properly).
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•Where:
After you know you want a new keyboard (or piano) where do you go? If you want to purchase a new digital
keyboard, especially if you are a beginner, you really do NOT need anything fancy. When I ask other piano dealers
what they recommend, they always tell me to purchase the most expensive instrument you can afford. Then the
student will not be discouraged when he or she goes to his piano teacher and plays a great sounding instrument. I
must completely disagree with that idea. I studied piano with over 12 instructors---all of which had fantastic
Steinway and Bosendorfer grands---but did I go out and buy a $150,000 grand? (in those days, they were about
$10,000, but the average car was under $5000). My dad was a school teacher and I was a lad of about 5 years old. My
first piano was actually some old thing from the 1920s. It was one of the many “huge” upright pianos of that era. I
never did learn the name of the piano since the entire case was painted----and you’ll enjoy this---with house paint in
the colour of “Mint Green”! I DO remember that. After my parents saw how much I loved music, they purchased
one of the inexpensive pianos of the 1950’s---the good ole’ Lester Spinet piano, one of the most popular of the spinet
varieties for thousand of American veterans back home from the war (World War II) . Lester, unfortunately, priced
instruments too low and went out of business in 1960. But, to me, that small Lester was my personal Rolls Royce --and it let me drive to so many great adventures in music. I believe that whatever instrument you or your child begins
on will become almost an extension of the student’s own musical personality. It may be small--but what great
adventures it will lead you to in music! It has only been now—in my “post-40 years” (I call them my Renaissance
Years), it has only been now that I finally was able to purchase what I believe is the best digital electronic grand in the
world, the CP-205/6 by Kawai Piano Corporation (with whom I have had much contact and much cooperation). I
selected the digital option because I need such a wide latitude of instrumentation for the work I’m called to do each
week. As a purchaser, you will also have to make the same decision based upon what type of literature (or piano
music) you intend to specialize in. If you are a strict classicist and only wish to perform (or study) Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin, Liszt, ---what we usually refer to as “serious music”---then I would not recommend a digital instrument. I
would advise the prospective buyer to only consider acoustic (non-digital) pianos, regardless of whether vertical or
horizontal. If the reader will recall my earlier disagreement with “piano dealers who advise consumers to purchase the
most expensive piano they can afford”. Remember? In only this type of situation, I would change my usual objection
with that statement from negative to positive. Why? Because, the acoustic piano STILL remains the only item
outside of the purchase of a new house which will retain it’s value and probably even gain value over a long run of
twenty plus years. In addition, once you purchase even a moderately expensive acoustic piano, it is doubtful you will
do so again within the next 10 years. Meanwhile, the prices continue to go up.

•WHAT Brand is best?
Next, what are the best brand names? Because quality control has remained consistent, the choice of what
manufacturer to purchase from is more up to personal preference rather than the quality of the instrument. There are,
however, two basic categories you must select from first. One: keyboards for the beginner/first-time buyer. -or- Two:
professional keyboard. It really is not difficult to decide. All professional keyboards are priced above $1,000. That
should help you. The “Professional” brands are as follows and are all satisfactory. Again it will be based on what
you need them for and how the sound appeals to you with respect to the purpose they will be applied. (and are true
digital pianos, not hybrids): Korg, Kurzweil, Kawai, Roland, Yamaha, Weber (made by Young Chang), and Suzuki.

(con’t on the next page)
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• Selecting a Digital Keyboard by the Students Level of Playing (experience)
First Time or Beginning Students:
If you decided that you are either a beginner or first-time buyer, your brands are more limited, but the price is
considerably more affordable. We have knowledge of some ‘entry-level’ keyboards for as low as $169.95 (2005
prices). Within this category however, there are no 88 key sized instruments. All keyboards will have either 43,47,
or 60-61 keys. The brands to select from are Yamaha , Casio, and perhaps Roland. These three makes of digital
home units have the same quality control (at least we have had no information to the contrary over the years). Radio
Shack® also carries entry level keyboards with 61 notes, touch-sensitive, no sustain pedal or jack, MIDI capabilities.
Requires AC adapter purchase (extra) Price: $249.00 (2005 price).

• WHAT Options to get for your FIRST keyboard instrument.
•Purchasing your First Digital Piano.
Well, armed with good intentions and a meager pocketbook, now is the opportunity to do what you’ve been
promising your children --or perhaps yourself-- get out there and buy that keyboard!
-

-


 Purchasing an Electronic Piano -

author’s note, new 2008 Edition: This section now includes information about weighted keys [ie weighted notes]
For beginners, this is the most basic instrument you will need. Each requirement will be marked with
a “key”. See below for the meanings:
KEY for the Items you need
If the item is Required, it is so marked in bold print. If the item is “optional” it is mark accordingly.
Also, if the item is Required, it will have a ✔ check-mark in bright “red” colour.
If the item is “optional” it will have a ✔ check-mark but it will be in a “bblluuee//ggrreeyy” colour.
I. Electronic (Digital) Piano for Beginners (ages 6 through adult)
•What you Need :

✔Required: 1. Number of keys, either 47, 61, 73 or 88. At this point, it does not matter how many
keys the keyboard has. Obviously, the more keys the more expensive the keyboard. The standard “acoustic”
piano always has 88 keys. However you do not need all 88 keys until perhaps the second or even third year
of instruction. A keyboard with even 47 to 60 or 73 keys is fine. All 88 key pianos in the Digital or
electronic variety will cost over $500. at least. If you must have, fine. But you can get by with even 47 at
this point. Most all the keyboards we have seen are all 61 notes.
✔Required 2. Touch-sensitive Keys

By definition all non-electric traditional pianos are touch-sensitive. That is, the harder you strike
the key, the louder the sound. If you play a note softly, the tone it creates will be soft. If you hit the key
with force, the resulting sound will be loud. Make sure you have this feature on the digital piano you
purchase. Somewhere on the box it should say, “touch sensitive” keys. If it does not, do not purchase the
instrument.

✔Required 3. Sustain Pedal
Also called the ‘loud pedal’ by laymen, this is a pedal on the far right of regular pianos which
holds or ‘sustains’ the musical tones when depressed by the right foot. This option is nice to have but as a
beginner, most folks would not be able to use this feature until about the mid to end of the first year. When
you look at the keyboard, look in the rear of the piano for an input jack which is labeled, “Sustain Pedal”,
“Damper Pedal”, or “Pedal In”, or something similar. Most keyboards which will have this feature will most
likely not have the pedal as standard equipment. You will have to request or purchase the item separately
and then plug it into the jack. (con’t on next page)
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✔Required. 4. MIDI IN,OUT,and THRU
The term MIDI, stands for, “Music Information and Digital Interface” or MIDI for short. What is means
is that you can plug your keyboard into any other keyboard with the same jack. With a “MIDI Interface” you can also
use the MIDI to plug into your personal computer (either IBM, Clone, or MAC) . Then, using that same keyboard,
you can play other keyboards or play into your computer at the same time. This is great for composing music on the
computer and using the keyboard to play the notes or the song you have written. Or, using one keyboard to play two,
three or more keyboards at the same time by “layering” sound on sound. Again, great for the future. This feature has
become so inexpensive for manufacturers, that most of the digital keyboards already have this option on them. This
author would definitely advise the prospective buyer to include this option since it will give you a keyboard which can
never become obsolete. This is because if you someday purchase a new keyboard (with MIDI on it), you need only to
plug the MIDI cables from the new into the old and like magic, you will be able to play both keyboards at the same
time.
(Extra: about MIDI Cables: If you have a computer and you would like to attach your new digital piano into the
computer or another keyboard, you must purchase a set of MIDI Cables. Available through local music/instrument
dealers and from Radio Shacks® around the U.S. (also on available on the web at many music outlets)

✔
✔O
Oppttiioonnaall : Weighted Keys
It was difficult determining whether to include “weighted keys” in the “required” or the “optional” section.
Even for beginners, the ‘feel’ of having a weighted key may be something the persons feels is ncessary. Personally, I
doubt a beginner would need to have such a parameter, yet much of this depends upon your financial budget. If
money is not of great concern, I would include “weighted keys” as something you should have. If, however, you need
to limit your investment, weighted keys can easily be omitted until such time you have more experience or your child
becomes more proficient at the keyboard.
About “Weighted Keys”
This new edition of our revised Guide to Keyboard Purchase, is the first time have been able to include this
relatively new feature now found on digital keyboards known commonly as “Weighted Keys” or sometimes
“Weighted Notes”. The original acoustic piano did not have weighted keys until later in it’s history. And, when
electronic digital pianos were first made, the issue of having a weighted key was not possible. Keys had weights
added to them to improve what is called “Touchweight”. Touchweight is the actual weight which is required for the
human fingers to strike (depress) the individual key of the piano in order to have the hammer strike the string and
produce a proper tone (sound). Because strings are made of different diameters (and different materials) as the piano
scale design goes from the lowest to highest tone, these “touchweights’ will vary from octave to octave and sometimes
even from key to key.
In order for digital manufacturers to truly achieve parity with acoustic pianos, weighted keys began to appear to
once again close the gap between the exquisite acoustic piano and the digital (electronic) keyboard.
As recently as 5 years ago weighted keys began to appear in a few digital keyboard manufacturers.
As of the writing of this edition (November 2007), the consumer can find two different types of weighted keys, one
type does not increase the physical weight of the piano itself. This is achieved by using software rather than actually
inserting some type of lead weight or similar item within each key itself. The author has tried many of the software
created types and I have yet to find anything which I could recommend for purchasing. However, the second type of
achieving a weighted key action, by physically adding the proper weight to each key has had remarkable results,
especially with the professional brands such as Kawai.
I would advise not only trying the various kinds available but if you are still an early beginner, to perhaps ask a
friend who is a good player to try the instrument. Still, so much of selecting a keyboard is up to personal choice, I
think this is one area where you can simply follow your instincts.

✔
✔O
Oppttiioonnaall : Keyboard Stand
You may want to consider a “Keyboard Stand” on which to place your keyboard. Most folks forget about this until
they get their new instrument home and can not find a place to set it up except the dining room table (until mom needs
the table for guests, that is). Places like Radio Shack sell Keyboard Stands (Item 42-4050, made of plastic? Price
(1999 pricing) $39.99. You can get a professional stand (highly recommended) at Christian Computer Concept (the
“T-REX T/10” is an all-metal stand 26 1/2 x 37 1/2”) for $39.00 (2000 pricing) . Call Christian Comp. Concepts at 1800- 381-6434 and ask for Beverly Sumter (only; please mention Dr. Ken Mahood for reference purposes) This firm
also as better stands at $79 and $114. ranges.
(this section con’t on the next page)
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✔ Optional : External Amplifier
Several keyboard and non-keyboard manufacturers make small to medium size amplifiers for
keyboard. Note: All the keyboards mentioned in this guide with the exception of a keyboard called the
Suzuki-Keyman keyboard have built in speakers. The Keyman keyboard is made to plug into your home
stereo. We strongly advise against plugging into your stereo at home. This is because the weight of the
speaker paper used in all home stereo systems (even the best) is DIFFERENT from the grade and weight of
speaker paper used in amplifiers. In fact, do NOT plug into a guitar amplifier for the same reason. The
ONLY amplifier which can take the harsh “attack” of a keyboard sound is a BASS AMPLIFIER or
KEYBOARD amplifier. There is no option in this matter. The author has had over 25 years of concert and
performance experience in front of large audiences . Using the very best speakers (Altec Lansing or JBL), we
have still blown out speakers.
Again, using external amplifiers will greatly increase the quality of your sound (and, of course, the
volume). Be aware, however, that it will also take up more space and not necessarily compliment the decor
of your home!
✔ Optional : BENCH
Radio Shack and Christian Computer Concepts both sell small keyboard benches to use . The price
varies from about $30. to $60. This is completely an option, yet for some folks, it is a great convenience and
means one does not have to always take out the kitchen chair to practice your keyboard.

✔ Optional : Sustain Pedal
The “Sustain Pedal” or “Damper Pedal” are one in the same item. This pedal is located on regular
acoustic pianos on the far right of the three (sometimes only two) pedals found in the center of a piano. The
pedal actually keeps the notes ‘sounding’ after one lifts a finger off of a note when the right foot is depressed
on the pedal keeping it down. On an actual mechanical piano the tone is sustained by a device which keeps
the “damper” (a ‘u’ shaped wool felt object which rests against every string on the piano and is connected
to all the hammers as well as the pedal) off of the string as long as the pedal is depressed. This same damper
is usually off the string for only as long as your finger keeps the key down. Since this process gives some
folks a sense that somehow the note sounds “louder” the term “loud pedal” was often (but inaccurately )
used.
On an electronic keyboard this entire process is done electronically. The pedals available for sale
(from Radio Shack at about $15.) are often very simple in design and do not look like an actual piano pedal.
However, there are some manufacturers which make very excellent looking and functioning pedals (price:
about $49. +/-).

✔ Optional : AC Adapter
We felt the need to include this item just in case you purchase a battery-only operated keyboard. Be
sure and find out if the keyboard you purchase only runs on battery, or can you use an AC adapter to by-pass
the battery.

✔ Optional : Keyboard Carrying Case
Manufacturers like Suzuki and Yamaha make cases which will most likely fit any brand of keyboard.
Price: $50-$100.
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Intermediate to Advanced

Preface:

If you or one of your children have been taking keyboard or piano instruction for 3 years or more, you
are most likely classified as an Intermediate (or perhaps even an Advanced) Student. As such, you have
begun to “run out of keys” as called for in your music--- that is, if you have been taking lessons using a small
digital piano or synthesizer which has only 47 through 61 or so keys.
Modern piano literature even as far back as the “Pre-Baroque” Era (circa 1600) made full use of the
keyboard which has 88 keys. The exception to this is music written for classical organ which generally goes
from 2 octaves below “middle C” to 3 octaves above “Middle C”, or 61 keys. Organs, however, also have
32 radiating bass notes in the form of pedals which continue the lower end of the spectrum a total of 93 keys
in all (61 +32).
For beginners, this is the most basic instrument you will need.
Each requirement will be marked with a “key”. See below for the meanings:
I. Electronic (Digital) Piano for Intermediate-Advanced
Students (age 8 to Adult)
(Not beginners)
After you’ve been taking lessons on a smaller keyboard for anywhere from 1 to 2 or more years,
you will actually find you are “running out of keys” while attempting to perform or practice any number of
piano compositions. These may not necessarily be very difficult--but may simply follow the more “outer
reaches” of the higher or lower end of the piano. Most keyboards of 60 or so keys only reach down to two
octaves below “Middle C”---totally inadequate, for example, if you are playing some good hymn
arrangements, but also inadequate for arpeggios and so many pieces by Beethoven and Chopin.
You definitely require a piano or keyboard with 88 keys (and by the way, the totally of 88
includes the sum of both the white and black keys!)
Should you purchase an Electronic/Digital or Traditional Acoustic Piano?
- A quick view
Besides your own personal preference or that of your immediate family, your immediate consideration
is simply this: Will you perform mostly Classical Music? Or, will you perform a variety of many kinds of
music. If you are mostly into Beethoven, Chopin, Rachmaninoff, or any other serious composer of what is
generally referred to as Classical Music, you will want the purest tone possible. There is NO substitute for
the mechanical “acoustic” piano. No argument, No room for any other decision.
If, however, you require an instrument capably of performing a variety of music, than you should
seriously consider a digital piano with 88 keys.
-------------------------------------------------CAVEAT !
Please note this one exception. “Yours truly” was faced with a serious dilemma, a wanted to purchase a wonderful grand
piano (either a Bechstein, Bosendorfer, or Kawai 7’4”) . I didn’t even care that it would take up most of the room in my little
place. However, I finally had to opt for the alternative, which was a new state of the art Kawai CP-205 Electronic Keyboard .

This section continued on the next page.
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Intermediate to Advanced

What you Need :

✔88 Keys: Required: This is not an option for the Intermediate student. In fact the basic reason why
most Intermediate students go to a larger keyboard is simply cannot adequately perform their songs on a
smaller instrument.

✔Touch Sensitivity Required: To my knowledge, ALL 88 key digital pianos are Touch Sensitive.
However, to make certain either ask a sales representative of the store you are shopping in, or call the
manufacturer.
✔Sustain Pedal Required:

Do not purchase any piano with 88 keys without this option. (I do not
think there are any 88 key pianos without a sustain pedal).

✔MIDI System Required: . MIDI IN,OUT,and THRU. Again no 88 key digital piano is available
without this option (to my knowledge).

✔Required 3. Weighted Keys
Whereas beginners do not require “weighted” keys, Intermediate and Advanced students, in my
opinion, should try to find a piano with this feature. Weighted keys have only been available on digital and
electronic keyboards for about 5 to 8 years.
As of the writing of this edition (November 2007), the consumer can find two different types of weighted
keys, one type does not increase the physical weight of the piano itself. This is achieved by using software
rather than actually inserting some type of lead weight or similar item within each key itself. The author has
tried many of the software created types and I have yet to find anything which I could recommend for
purchasing. However, the second type of achieving a weighted key action, by physically adding the proper
weight to each key has had remarkable results, especially with the professional brands such as Kawai.
I would advise the student to try several different brands with this feature. Compare it to an instrument
with non-weighted keys and make your decision accordingly.

✔ Optional : Keyboard Stand
90% of all 88 key keyboards have built in stands. Pianos of the 88 key size are so bulky that one
should not purchase one without it--at least for the home.
However, if you require a portable 88 key digital piano, there are a few made. However, please
purchase an adequate stand on which to use the instrument.
✔ Optional : External Amplifier
Most 88 key pianos come with an internal amplifier (which also is part of the stand to support the
keyboard). There are, however, a few portable 88 key digital pianos available without any amplification or
speakers. To power these units, you must have either a keyboard amplifier/speaker or bass guitar
amplifier/speaker. Don’t forget a patch cord to connect between the keyboard and amplifier/speaker. Most
keyboards use a 1/4 phone plug (also known as a ‘banana plug’). If you attach to your home stereo, the
patch chords are the smaller standard audio plugs. The author would advise you to purchase a selfcontained 88 key digital piano which includes all speakers and amps.In this way, the manufacturer will
perfectly match the balance between the amplifier, speakerage, and keyboard specifications.
(con’t on next page)
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Intermediate to Advanced

✔ Optional :BENCH
Once again, most 88 key self-contained digital pianos come with some type of bench. Check with the
individual manufacturer.
✔ Optional: Sustain Pedal: This is a necessity for all 88 key pianos. No option--you need it!

Postscript:
It is my hope and prayer that this short unauthorized guide will, in some small way, be of some assistance
to those who are interested in purchasing either their first keyboard or going to a large model. May God
direct your paths---above all--to enjoy the gift of music!!

Ken Mahood, PhD,. EdD
Leesburg, Virginia
November 20078
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